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Optional accessories
Visiogras
Video inspection system integrated
in the equipment, which in combination with
the centering device will allow you to obtain a
centered and clear image of the interior of
vertical and horizontal ducts.

Extraction duct cleaning equipment
It is the most technologically advanced brushing
equipment, plus the most effective and efficient
solution for extraction duct cleaning services in
restaurants and collective kitchens.

Pneumatic centraliser
Why Tegras Multipro?
Because its injection system projects a dense
foam that adheres to the inside of the walls
of the ducts, dissolving the fat.- Powerful air
motor (11.6 nm max. torque) necessary to
remove all types of fat, completely built in
stainless steel for greater durability.- 30 meters
of semi-rigid hose that will allow you work
vertically (even from top to bottom), horizontally
and make 90º elbows.

For centering the brush in the duct
(use in sizes above 400 mm).
Pneumatic activation. Allows you to fix
the brush in the center of the duct, for easy
handling and greater efficiency in cleaning.

Brushes
With different qualities and sizes
according the need. Square DUO system
for effective cleaning in square ducts.
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BRUSHING EQUIPMENT FOR DUCTS

APPLICATIONS

DUO
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OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
The DUO Square system
combines two brush cores,
the outside is dimensioned to
the height of the duct and the
inside with the appropriate size
to reach an effective brushing
in the corner for square ducts.

ERGONOMIC RF
REMOTE CONTROL
COD. AC3303120

BRUSH CENTERING
DEVICE. Pneumatic
actuation. COD. AC3303106

VISIOGRAS. Display system
(monitor + camera)
COD. SV3340305

TECHNICAL FEATURES

CONSUMABLES

PACK 5 MIXED BRUSHES.
Steel + nylon. For
carbonized grease. Ø200
300 | 400 | 500 | 600 mm

Multipro requires an
air compressor for
operation.

COD. CP1302828

AIR COMPRESSOR 220V - 50Hz

PACK 5 BRUSHES PBT.
Indicated for fatty residue of
medium-high hardness. High
abrasion power. Ø200 | 300 | 400

500 | 600 mm

COD. CP1203030

AIR COMPRESSOR 110V - 60Hz

AR16. AIR
COMPRESSOR

AR20. AIR
COMPRESSOR

AR18. AIR
COMPRESSOR

COD. CO3330206
More info page 23

COD. CO3330202
More info page 25

COD. CO3330205
More info page 27

PACK 5 NYLON BRUSHES

PACK 4 BRUSHES EXTREME.

Indicated for the removal
of medium-hard grease.

Brushes for extreme cleaning.
Includes case.

Ø300 | 400 | 600 | 700 |
800 mm COD. CP1101520

Ø300 | 400 | 500 | 600

multipro

Motor supply
(Maximum power)

Compressed air 300 l/min
8 bar | 10,6 cfm – 8 bar

Rotation speed when
empty

500 r.p.m.

Maximum torque

11,6 Nm | 102,7 ibf-in

Noise level

< 70 dB

Direction of rotation

Right | Left

Control system

Electropneumatic

Longitud manguera

30 m | 98,43 ft

Structure material

Stainless steel

Dimensions

1381 x 561 x 1043 mm
54,37 x 22,09 x 41,06 inch

Weight

82 kg | 180,78 lb

COD. CP2300515
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